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Motivation
l with the LHC we will enter soon a 
new kinematic regime
à that is what it has been built for … 
(search for new physics)
l perturbative QCD is the well tested 
theory of the strong interaction
à non-perturbative effects mostly treated 
in phenomenological approaches 
m e.g. models tuned to existing data and 
extrapolated to higher energies
l need to perform ‘basic’ measurements 
on properties of pp collisions 
à validate our understanding of backgrounds 
for new physics measurements
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The complexity of pp at LHC
l Pile-up included or not yet ?
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Schema of pp collision
l interesting part: 
the hard scatter
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LHC &
ATLAS and CMS
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LHC: expectation for 2009/2010
l initial collisions in 2009 
at injection energy à √s = 900 GeV
à instantaneous luminosity up to 2∗1028 cm-2 s-1
à integrated luminosity up to      1 nb-1/24 h
lhigh energy run starting with √s = 7 TeV
à possible ramp-up during 2010 to √s = 8-10 TeV
à instantaneous luminosity up to 1-2∗1032 cm-2 s-1
m Note: up to (on average) 2 inelastic interactions per 
bunch crossing possible (‘pile-up’)
à integrated luminosity up to      200-300 pb-1
m possibly shared between two c.m.s. energies
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ATLAS and CMS
The ATLAS Collaboration, G. Aad et al., 
The ATLAS Experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider, 
JINST 3 (2008) S08003.
The CMS Collaboration, S. Chatrchyan et al., 
The CMS Experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider, 
JINST 3 (2008) S08004.
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Minimum bias
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Minimum bias physics
l motivation
à basic properties of inelastic
events uncertain at LHC energies
m extrapolation from Tevatron and
lower energy measurements
à need to understand precisely
as these will be background
due to pile-up at higher luminosity
l definition of minimum bias events
à driven by trigger and 
experimental selection
m traditionally: 
non-single diffractive inelastic events (NSD)
m backgrounds due to
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LHC expectation
l sizeable differences in the prediction
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Minimum bias measurement techniques
l observables
m based on charged particle 
reconstruction
à charged particle 
multiplicity
m h dependence
à charge particle pT
spectrum
à average charge particle pT
vs. η
l neutral particles to be 
studied with calorimetric 
measurements
m not discussed here
l trigger selection
à random trigger (L1)
m zero bias
m inefficient for low L
à random trigger (L1) and 
track selection (HLT)
m enhance efficiency for 
low luminosity
à dedicated trigger 
scintillators (ATLAS)
m not zero bias
à forward calorimeters 
(CMS)
m not zero bias
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Minimum bias measurements
l charged particle reconstruction
m various possibilities with different systematics
à hit counting
m estimate charged particle density via number of hits (clusters) in 
pixel detector layer(s)
è pros: access to low pT particles
è cons: determine secondary contribution from MC, no momentum 
measurement
à “tracklets”
m correlate hits in two (three) detector layers to form track 
candidates
è pros: access to lower pT particles
è cons: no momentum measurement
à tracks
m reconstruct complete tracks
è pros: low fake rate, momentum measurement
è cons: challenge to access low pT region
l vertexing: important tool to remove fakes and background
à and identify if several interactions per bunch crossing
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Minimum bias: hit counting
l method: count hits 
in pixel layer(s)
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Minimum bias: hit counting
l systematic uncertainties due to
à vertex efficiency
à vertex bias
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Minimum bias: tracklets
l tracklet: pair of hits in 
first two pixel layers
















à zero bias trigger
à reconstructed vertex
l background subtraction
à from data based on sidebands
900 GeV
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Minimum bias: tracklets
l procedure
à correction factor α
m from MC
à background fraction β
m from ‘data’
à event selection correction ξ
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Trigger for minimum bias
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Minimum bias: particle tracks
l event selection
à minimum bias trigger
à ≥1 reconstructed vertex
à well reconstructed 
tracks with pT> 150 MeV
l necessary corrections
à track to particle
à vertex reconstruction
m on event level
m on track level
à trigger bias
m on event level
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Minimum bias: particle tracks
l systematic uncertainties
à study assumed worse  
misalignment
m than presently known 
due to alignment 
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Underlying event







à multiple parton 
interactions
à radiation
à parton distribution functions
l broad program of measurements
à UE properties in variety of hard scattering processes
m jet production, Drell-Yan lepton pair production, 
W/Z+jet production, …
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Underlying event measurement
l event selection
à ≥1 jet Cone R=0.7





à study particle 
production
m tracks with pT>1 GeV
à charge particle 
multiplicity
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l selection (trigger on jets/MB)
à jets from charged particles
m iterative cone R=0.5 (|η|<2)
l measurement in transverse region
à charged particle multiplicity
m distributions shown for 100 pb-1
l importance of minimum track pT
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Jets
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Jet physics
l need to define what a jet is
à jet algorithm
m requirements: infra-red and 
collinear safe, …
l need to determine 
true jet energy
à jet energy calibration 
and unfolding of energy 
smearing
m jet energy scale 
m jet energy resolution G.P. Salam arXiv:0906:1833v1[hep-ph]
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Jet production: observables
l inclusive jet 
production
l di-jet production
à azimuthal angular 
distribution
à di-jet invariant mass
à triple differential 
cross-section
à exclusive production, 
gap between jets, …
l multi-jet production
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Di-jet azimuthal decorrelation
l sensitivity to modeling of radiation

















à 2 jets (Cone R=0.7, |h|<0.5)
m ET,jet2 > 80 GeV
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Jet shape measurements
l sensitivity to modeling of multi-jet events
à insensitive to jet algorithm (mid point Cone, SISCone, kt studied)
à input for MC tuning
l systematic uncertainties













l global transverse thrust                    global thrust minor
à ½ for homogenous event                               deviation from thrust axis
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Inclusive jet cross-section
l event selection
à clean up (MET/ΣET < 0.3), jet trigger
l jet algorithm: SISCone
à R=0.7, overlap threshold of 0.75
l jet energy scale determination
à relative: η intercalibration with dijets
à absolute: γ/Z-jet balance
m in-situ possible up to 600 GeV (10 pb-1)














à jet energy scale:         10%
• flat in ET
à jet energy resolution: 10%
à luminosity:                  10%
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Inclusive jet cross-section
l theory prediction with 
NLOJET++
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Jets from cosmic muon events
l cleaning cuts
à electromagnetic fraction of 
jet energy
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Outlook
l first LHC physics run in 2010
à entering a new kinematic regime (√s = 7 TeV up to 8-10 TeV)
l broad spectrum of QCD related measurements
à from soft processes (e.g. minimum bias) to hard processes (e.g. 
jet production) and in between (e.g. underlying event)
l important early measurements (due to large cross-section)
à need to establish precisely properties of ‘standard’ 
proton-proton interactions in this new kinematic regime
m further insight in phenomenology of strong interaction
m solid foundation for search of new physics processes
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o CERN-OPEN-2008-020 or  arXiv 0901.0512
Ø ATLAS:  further public results
o https://atlas-physco.web.cern.ch/atlas-physco/ATLASPubNotes.html
o https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/AtlasResults
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Ø CMS:     “Post Physics TDR“ Results
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l most (simulation)  studies done for √s = 14 TeV 
à recently studies ‘published’ for √s = 10 TeV as well
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Backup
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Pilot physics combined with 
commissioning 43 3 x 1010 4 8.6 x 1029 ~200 nb-1
3 43 5 x 1010 4 2.4 x 1030 ~1 pb-1
4 156 5 x 1010 2 1.7 x 1031 ~9 pb-1 2.5
5a No crossing angle 156 7 x 1010 2 3.4 x 1031 ~18 pb-1 3.4
5b No crossing angle – pushing bunch intensity 156 1 x 10
11 2 6.9 x 1031 ~36 pb-1 4.8
6 Shift to higher energy: approx 4 weeks
Would aim for physics without crossing angle in the first instance 
with a gentle ramp back up in intensity
7 4 – 5 TeV (5 TeV luminositynumbers quoted) 156 7 x 10
10 2 4.9 x 1031 ~26 pb-1 3.4
8 50 ns – nominal Xing angle 144 7 x 1010 2 4.4 x 1031 ~23 pb-1 3.1
9 50 ns 288 7 x 1010 2 8.8 x 1031 ~46 pb-1 6.2
10 50 ns 432 7 x 1010 2 1.3 x 1032 ~69 pb-1 9.4
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l efficiency of MB 
triggers
l acceptance of 
MB triggers
à efficiency weighted 
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Minimum bias: track reconstruction
l track selection cuts 
for MB analysis
à pT > 150 MeV
à |η| < 2.5
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